August 30, 2019 (via email)
Mr. Scott Tuma
Project Manager
City of League City
300 W Walker St.
League City, Texas 77573

Re:

City of League City – Reconstruction of Grissom Road
Draft Preliminary Engineering Report Submittal

Dear Mr. Tuma:
Cobb, Fendley & Associates, Inc. (CobbFendley) is pleased to submit this Draft
Preliminary Engineering Report Submittal for the Reconstruction of Grissom Road. This
report provides three (3) possible options for the road and drainage alignment, three (3)
alternatives for the north intersection, and two (2) possible outfall locations.
We are requesting the City’s review and comments on the report in order to prepare
final recommendations moving into selection of alignment. Upon selection of the
alignment CobbFendley will prepare the 60% submittal further refining the
improvements for the option that most suites the City’s needs.
The Environmental Report is still in development and will be provided to you as soon as
it is available.
As previously discussed, we will meet with you and your staff on Sept. 10th in order to
discuss the report and answer any questions.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit this report. Please advise if you have any
questions or require additional information.
Sincerely,
COBB, FENDLEY & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Mr. Kerry Lackey, P.E.
Senior Project Manager

Attachments:
Grissom PER Drawings – 8.30.19
Grissom Road Draft PER – 8.30.19
Grissom Appendix – 8.30.19
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Authorization

Cobb, Fendley & Associates, Inc. (CobbFendley) was authorized by the City of League City to
perform professional Engineering services by contract dated March 25th, 2019. This report
provides a discussion of the general engineering aspects of the project, proposed road alignment
options, proposed drainage options, proposed utility alignments, required easements, estimated
construction costs, and coordination with various entities.
B.

Project Description

The project involves replacing approx. 5,600 feet of an existing 2-lane rural, open ditch roadway
with a 4-lane divided, urban roadway including an 8-foot wide concrete trail/sidewalk located on
the southeast side. Though the design will include all 4-lanes, it is possible that the City may elect
to construct only 2-lanes at this time and leave the remaining 2-lanes to be constructed at a later
date. The base design will allow Grissom Road to be transitioned into the existing W NASA Road
section, without the need for a traffic signal, until intersection recommendations are finalized and
approved by the City. This Preliminary Engineering Report (PER) includes a traffic intersection
analysis of the Grissom Road and W NASA Road intersection, which includes 3 alternatives (a
roundabout being one alternative) and recommendations. Additional right-of-way will be
necessary to accommodate the new roadway as well as the drainage mitigation required for the
increased runoff. In order to address the mitigation requirements, this report addresses design of
drainage and right-of-way needs for the entire project as well as alternatives to outfall into Clear
Creek. In addition to the roadway reconstruction, the project will also include the installation of
approximately 5,300 feet of new 12-inch water line from the North Service Area Booster Station
to W NASA Road.

FIGURE 1 - Location Map
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II.
A.

PROJECT RESEARCH

Data Collection & Utility Coordination
CobbFendley conducted research and gathered information on existing public and private
entities that will have an impact on this project. These entities have requirements which
range from construction materials and the permitting process to existing utility information
and future development plans.
Coordination was conducted with private utility companies affected by the project. This
coordination involved notifying the companies and requesting data on location of their
project facilities and any permits or design criteria.
No projected developments along the proposed route is anticipated at this time.
Floodplan information and studies from the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the City of League City,
Harris County, and other governmental agencies, such as Harris County Flood Control
District (HCFCD), were researched and obtained, if available.
Requests for information of underground facilities (CenterPoint Energy, CenterPoint Gas,
AT&T, etc.) and pipeline research from Texas Railroad Commission regarding locations
of facilities within the proposed project limits were performed.

B.

Coordination with the City of League City
CobbFendley coordinated with the City of League City personnel to provide information
on existing City utilities (water, sewer, and drainage) and other data pertaining to the
project. City staff provided access to their GIS and utility as-builts in the project area and
were located, where possible, by the survey. Data, if available, from the City included the
following:
▪ “As-built plans”
▪ Existing drainage channel
▪ Utility drawings
▪ Current design criteria

C.

▪ Existing schematics
▪ Drainage data
▪ Master drainage plan
▪ Standard City drawings

▪ Right-of-way maps
▪ Subdivision drawings
▪ Master thoroughfare plan

Field Reconnaissance
CobbFendley personnel performed site reconnaissance along the project route. This field
reconnaissance aided in the placement of the road alignment. The various utility markers
along the project area were identified and noted. Additionally, photographs along the
project route were taken. The photographs provided a representation of the project route
and are provided in Section VI - Site Photographs of this report.
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The site reconnaissance survey provided information on field conditions, potential
alignment alternatives, existing utilities, and existing physical features. The identification
of utility and pipeline markers aided in the research effort and provided names and
telephone numbers of private utility and pipeline companies. CobbFendley also visited the
site during rain events to evaluate current drainage conditions.
D.

Survey
A full topographic survey, including information on the existing right-of-way for the
project, was obtained by CobbFendley as part of the survey services. The right-of-way
information was verified by the surveyor during the on-the-ground topographic survey by
locating existing property line markers and monuments. Survey crews established
horizontal and vertical control points within the project limits. They found horizontal
control to be tied to State Plan surface coordinates while vertical control will be tied to
Tropical Storm Allison Recovery Program (TSARP) monumentation.
Proposed outfall limits of Grissom Road to Clear Creek will be performed upon selection
of either Location 1 or Location 2 alignments. Discussion regarding Outfall locations can
be found in Section III - Project Design of the report.

E.

Right-of-Way (ROW) & Easements
CobbFendley identified existing right-of-way and location of proposed right-of-way and
easements. City staff coordinated with land owners to obtain right of entry access which
began on 8/1/19 and ends on 10/1/19 on four properties along the project alignment. The
following list of property owners contacts was obtained by the City:
List of Property Owner Contacts:
O’Keefe Property
Dennis O’Keefe;

email: dennisokeeffe0110@gmail.com

281-704-1448

Scruggs Property
Suzan Scruggs;

email: suzan.scruggs@gmail.com

713-907-6756

Schultz Property
Lawrence Schulze;

email: docergo@hotmail.com

713-252-2803

CDC Houston, Inc.
(A subsidiary of Coventry Development Corporation of New York)
Landell Ramagos;
email: lramagos@coventrydevelopment.com 713-280-7004
CobbFendley attended several meetings with the land owners and the City to discuss the
proposed roadway options, potential outfall locations to Clear Creek, and right of entry.
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These conversations were held between March and May 2019. The City worked with each
land owner to obtain right of entry agreements and were finalized the first of August 2019.
The road improvements are proposed to extend onto the north property. No property will
be obtained for the roadway on the properties to the south, except for one potential location
for the outfall to Clear Creek.
The approximate amount of right-of-way needed for each option is shown in Table A.1Right-of-Way (ROW) Acquisition below. Potential locations for the outfall to Clear
Creek are roughly the same length and would require approximately 0.80 acre (ac) of
additional property acquisition.
Table A.1 – Right-of-Way (ROW) Acquisition
Option
1
2
3

North R.O.W.
6.04 ac
7.79 ac
5.55 ac

Outfall
0.80 ac
0.80 ac
0.80 ac

Total
6.84 ac
8.59 ac
6.35 ac

The City’s Land/Right-of-Way department will be responsible for acquisition of land
parcels needed as part of this project. CobbFendley will prepare the necessary metes and
bounds descriptions of each parcel to be acquired, once the roadway and outfall alignments
have been finalized.
The existing 16” force main that parallels Grissom Rd from the North Service Area Lift
Station to Shady Lane is in a utility easement. The force main is anticipated to fit within
the new right-of-way for 2 of the 3 options but may require a new utility easement
depending on the right-of-way acquired for this project.
Right-of-way for the intersection will be determined upon selection of the three intersection
alternatives and are estimated in the cost of each layout. No park property will be obtained
for the roadway or intersection.
F.

Existing Condition Drainage Analysis
Drainage design and analysis are in accordance with City Resolution 2011-07 adopting the
Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD) Criteria Manual for design of flood control
and drainage facilities, except where superseded by the City’s Master Drainage Plan and
Resolution 2018-69 - City’s General Design and Construction Standards Manual, Section
VII – Specifications for Drainage Projects – Item 701 – General. CobbFendley modeled
NOAA Atlas 14 Version 11 for rainfall data and its relationship to the effective 500-year
FEMA water surface elevation.
CobbFendley performed a Preliminary Drainage Impact Analysis during development of
the preliminary options to determine feasible outfall locations, preliminary detention
volume requirements, investigate mitigation sites, and compute preliminary water surface
elevations. The results of the analysis are as follows:
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Rain event at the intersection of Grissom and W Nasa Road

a. Objective - The project objective was to compare peak flow rates of the existing and
proposed roadway conditions for the 2, 10, and 100-year storm events to ensure no
adverse impacts occur to Clear Creek or neighboring properties.
b. Prior Studies - The Autumn Lake Subdivision Section 5 record drawing set, signed and
sealed in 2015 by Daniel Scott Engineering, LLC, was consulted for information
regarding the concrete channel on the southwest side of Grissom Road. The League
City Master Drainage Plan conducted by Dannebaum Engineering dated December
2010 as well as the League City Master Drainage Plan – Phase 2 conducted by
Lockwood, Andrews & Newman, Inc. dated April 2014 was also reviewed for drainage
improvement plans.
c. Existing Conditions – The project area is primarily native farm land with some houses
surrounding the existing asphalt roadway. A runoff coefficient (C) was calculated
based on the soil type found in each drainage basin. The drainage area drains by
roadside ditch on both sides of Grissom Road. The 18-ft wide, 6-ft bottom, 3-ft deep
concrete channel south of Grissom Road serves as a major outfall of the project area in
existing conditions and is owned by Autumn Lakes Homeowners Association. The
tributary A113-00-00 also serves as an outfall in the existing condition and is owned
by Massengale Dev Co.

Outfall B near Massengale Ln

Outfall A near W Nasa Road
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The roadside ditches on the north side of Grissom Road
receive runoff from a large, undeveloped offsite area.
Most of the northern roadside ditch is graded to drain
northeast toward a 5’x2’ cross culvert under Grissom
Road near tributary A113-00-00 (Outfall B), as shown
on the Existing Drainage Area Map (Attachment).
The remaining ditch section drains to dual 3’x2’ cross
culverts near the concrete channel to the south (Outfall
A). Despite majority of the northern roadside ditch
being graded to flow northeast towards A113-00-00,
after experiencing a ~2-year rainfall event (4.2” rain in
24-hr) on May 9th, 2019, the ditch was recorded being
inundated and overtopping Grissom Road near the
concrete channel. Although the northern ditch is graded
to drain northeast to A113-00-00, in the 2-year storm event and especially larger
rainfalls, the inundated ditch was overtopping Grissom Road and flowing to the
concrete channel to the south. Therefore, it was assumed that the ditches would be
inundated for a 2-year or larger storm event and the existing drainage areas were
delineated along natural high ground divides.
The existing condition peak flow (Q) rates are shown in Table B.1-Existing
Condition Peak Flow Rates below.
Rain event over Grissom Road
near Massengale Ln

Outfall
A
B

Table B.1 – Existing Condition Peak Flow Rates
Area (ac.)
C
Tc (min.)
Q 2-yr
Q 10-yr
198.76
0.20
137.10
51.94
80.83
21.54
0.41
49.57
22.36
33.37

Q 100-yr
136.58
53.04

d. 100-year Floodplain - The topography in the area generally slopes towards the
southeast to Clear Creek. The study area lies outside of the floodplain but the acquired
right-of-way for the proposed outfall will enter the 100-year floodplain for Clear Creek
and the floodway
G.

Coordination with Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD)
As initially discussed with the City, CobbFendley prepared calculations and drainage
analysis in order to meet Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD) approvals for
drainage mitigation. CobbFendley met with HCFCD staff to discuss Grissom Road
drainage improvements as it pertains to the roadway, drainage, detention, and outfall to
Clear Creek options presented in this report.
HCFCD staff provided information showing which areas are within HCFCD jurisdiction.
None of the proposed Grissom improvements fall within HCFCD jurisdiction. This was
discussed with City staff and was decided that the City of League City would perform the
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drainage review. Rather than review all three options, it was recommended this review be
done once one of the options are selected.
H.

Environmental
CobbFendley subcontracted environmental services with BIO-WEST, Inc. in order to
provide environmental research that may be affected by these proposed improvements as
part of the preliminary engineering. Although these tasks are underway, the
Environmental Report is still in development and will be added to this report in
September. This is due to obtaining access to the properties in order to do the on-site
assessment and research their findings for the report. As mentioned in Section II, the right
of entry access began on 8/1/19 and ends on 10/1/19 on four properties along the project
alignment.
Possible wetland features have been found that could affect the roadway alignment and
right-of-way acquisition. BIO-WEST provided preliminary data that has been used in the
development of the preliminary engineering report. A preliminary summary of their
findings is below.

Pond near Location 1, Outfall to Clear Creek

Vegetation near Location 2, Outfall to Clear Creek

Wetland Mitigation (as provided by BIO-WEST)
Based on the preliminary findings BIO-WEST identified features which met the technical
criteria to be classified as wetlands north of Grissom Road and south of Grissom Road(as
shown on Overall Layout Sheets 6, 7, & 8 (Attachment).
* Please note that not all wetlands are considered waters of the U.S. or jurisdictional. *
Wetland features south of Grissom Rd are connected to Clear Creek and are within the
floodplain for Clear Creek, which establish a connection and nexus to a known
jurisdictional water of the U.S.
o All features noted south of Grissom Rd should be considered jurisdictional for the
purposes of development.
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o

Depending on specific construction techniques and outfall location, an outfall can
be established with or without USACE coordination.

Wetlands north of Grissom Rd may be considered non-jurisdictional based on the
following reasons:
o They are disconnected from any mapped 100-year floodplain according to FEMA
maps.
o Identified features lack a significant nexus to other aquatic features; specifically,
traditional navigable waters (TNW), relatively permanent waters (RPW), and other
waters of the U.S.
o There are upland barriers separating these features from roadside drainage ditches,
which are their only ultimate connection to RPW or water of the U.S.
If the wetlands are considered jurisdictional, it would require a permit with USACE.
o Impacts below 0.50 acres (4,356 sq. ft) would be a Nationwide Permit and the
timeline would be roughly 90-120 days. Mitigation would have to be purchased for
the impacts.
o Impacts above 0.50 acres, a Standard Individual Permit would have to be drafted
and submitted. Timeline would be approximately 12-18 months.
Outfall Locations (as provided by BIO-WEST)
Understanding that the goal of the project is to minimize federal involvement with the
USACE, it is BIO-WEST's professional judgment that Location 1, the western most outfall
alignment, should be utilized. The two options are summarized below:
Location 1 (western outfall to Clear Creek)
This pathway is the preferred option, due to the presence of only herbaceous wetlands; no
forested or scrub/shrub wetlands are present. Excavation in herbaceous wetlands can occur
under the Tulloch Rule without USACE involvement if strict adherence to its guidelines
are maintained. In this case, the outfall pipe could be placed and daylighting could occur
all the way to existing open water. This will extend the jurisdictional limits of Clear Creek,
which is normal in this situation. Erosion protection should NOT be placed in identified
wetlands but can be placed in non-vegetated waters of the U.S. Again, this is allowable
without notification of the Corps. Under this option, a no prior construction notification
(No-PCN), Nationwide Permit 13 for Bank Stabilization, would be presented to the end
Client. This does require adherence to the Nationwide Permit 13 stipulations but there
should not be any issues with this.
If the daylight of the outfall pipe is pushed into the open water of Clear Creek or the existing
backwater area, a Nationwide Permit 7 is required to be sent to USACE for review and
authorization. This will take approximately 60-120 days to complete once it is sent to the
Corps.
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Location 2 (eastern outfall to Clear Creek)
Using the eastern drainage pathway, Location 2, will also result in a required Nationwide
Permit being sent to USACE due to forested and shrub wetlands being present. These areas
cannot be cleared without an approved permit and coordination with the Corps. This permit
would take approximately 90-120 days to complete once it is sent to the Corps.
I.

Geotechnical
CobbFendley subcontracted environmental services with RABA KISTNER Consultants,
Inc. to provide the following tasks of the properties that may be affected by these proposed
improvements as part of the preliminary engineering:
•
•
•
•

Borings and Laboratory Tests
Site Condition Assessment
Utility Recommendations
Pavement Design and Construction Recommendations

The results are provided in Appendix C – Geotechnical Report
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III.
A.

PROJECT DESIGN

Preliminary Roadway Design
A schematic alignment consisting of a 4-lane divided urban roadway including an 8-foot
wide concrete trail/sidewalk located on the southeast side was developed as part of the
proposal for this project. In order to improve the current roadway alignment, the
preliminary design allows for Grissom Road to have a smoother curve at the midpoint of
the alignment and to transition into the existing W NASA Rd section without the need for
a traffic signal. Additional right-of-way will be necessary to accommodate the new
roadway. The concrete pavement will be 8 inches thick with an 8-inch subgrade.
Detailed proposed roadway cross-sections where prepared in conjunction with proposed
storm sewer improvements. Three options were considered using various right-of-way
widths and placement of drainage. These are shown on the Typical Sections on Sheet 5
(Attachment).
o Option 1 includes drainage in the median within a 120-ft ROW
o Option 2 includes drainage to a roadside ditch within a 150-ft ROW
o Option 3 includes drainage to a central pond with a 90-ft ROW

B.

Proposed Drainage Analysis
a. Hydrology and Hydraulics - The hydrologic and hydraulic analysis objective was to
design adequate drainage systems for the proposed Grissom Road while ensuring no
increase in peak flow rates from the existing condition.
The Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD) Policy Criteria & Procedure
Manual (PCPM) updated October 2018 was followed in the drainage study and design.
Section 6.16 for Roadway Impacts and Mitigation was used, in addition to example
A10.
The rational method with a velocity-based time of concentration (Tc) was used to
calculate peak flow rates for the 2, 10, and 100-year storm events. Tc was calculated
using the Upland Velocity Method, which calculates overland flow velocity based on
ground cover type and slope. Runoff coefficients (C values) and new Atlas 14 rainfall
intensity parameters (B, D & E) were obtained from the Regulations of Harris County
Texas for the Approval and Acceptance of Infrastructure updated June 25, 2019.
Hydrographs were created with the Small Watershed Hydrograph Method (Malcom’s
Method) from the HCFCD PCPM. The hydrographs used the new Atlas 14 rainfall
data from the Regulations of Harris County Texas for the Approval and Acceptance of
Infrastructure updated June 25, 2019. The hydrographs were used to calculate initial
estimates of required detention volume and to model the detention and size detention
outfalls.
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b. Preliminary Drainage Area Maps - Proposed drainage areas and preliminary storm
sewer for each of the pavement options are shown on Sheets 10, 11, & 12
(Attachment). Drainage Calculations are shown on Sheet 13 (Attachment). These
include two locations for the outfall into Clear Creek as well as detention options.
c. Design Storm Conveyance – Based on preliminary hydraulic calculations, Option 1 and
Option 3 storm sewers were sized so that the 100-yr storm is conveyed entirely within
the proposed storm sewer piping. Option 2 investigated the use of a roadside ditch to
convey flow to reduce the amount of storm sewer pipe necessary to take the drainage
to the Clear Creek Outfall. The proposed flow rate for outfall A and B storm systems
are at or below the existing condition flow rate.
All three options will convey the 100-yr storm from the adjacent undeveloped property
to the north. It should be noted that the time of concentration (Tc) is very long and the
unimproved land acts as its own detention, while the proposed road will drain more
quickly through the storm sewer piping. Therefore, Option 1 does not require detention.
Option 2 has more ditch which slows flow to the outfall; therefore, detention is required
as storm water is moving through an open ditch rather than concrete pipe. Option 3
requires some detention due to the storm water moving more slowly through a pond
before it flows to the outfall into Clear Creek.
The proposed condition peak flow rates are shown in Table C.1-Proposed
XPSWMM Flow Rates below.
Table C.1 – Proposed XPSWMM Flow Rates
Option 1 (Median Ditch)
Outfall
Peak Flow Detention Required
A - Conc. Channel
42.1
0.0
P - Clear Creek
127.2
0.0
B - W Nasa
41.4
0.0
Option 2 (Roadside Ditch)
Outfall
Peak Flow Detention Required
A - Conc. Channel
49.0
0.0
P - Clear Creek
99.0
12.5
B - W Nasa
49.0
2.5
Option 3 (Detention Pond)
Outfall
Peak Flow Detention Required
A - Conc. Channel
42.1
0.0
P - Clear Creek
127.1
7.5
B - W Nasa
40.3
0.0
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C.

Proposed Roadway Options
Upon completion of the drainage analysis utilizing the roadway cross sections discussed
above, a preliminary layout of the three (3) options were designed as follows:
Option 1 – Road drainage is collected by inlets and conveyed through storm sewer pipe to
three (3) outfall locations. This option includes roadside swales and a median ditch.
Roadside swales are necessary to collect overland flow that currently drains to the
roadside ditches. The median ditch creates extra detention along the alignment.
See Overall Layout - Option 1 on Sheet 6 (Attachment)
o New ROW +6.04 ac
o No detention required
o USACE Nationwide Permit to mitigate wetlands
o 4.31 ac-ft (3.72ac-ft + 0.41ac-ft) extra median detention

Option 2 – Road drainage is collected by inlets and conveyed to a roadside ditch which
then drain to three (3) outfall locations. This option requires very little storm sewer
pipe. The median for this option is level and the roadside ditch is on the west side
of the road. The roadside ditch varies in depth and width.
See Overall Layout - Option 2 on Sheet 7 (Attachment)
o New ROW +7.79 ac
o 12.50 ac-ft detention required (12.95 ac-ft roadside ditch); Outfall P – Clear
Creek
o 2.5 ac-ft detention required (2.18 ac-ft roadside ditch); Outfall B – W Nasa
o USACE Individual Permit to mitigate wetlands
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Option 3 - road drainage is collected by inlets and conveyed through storm sewer pipe to
three (3) outfall locations. This option includes roadside swales and a detention
pond. Roadside swales are necessary to collect overland flow that currently drain
to the roadside ditches. The detention pond is near the middle outfall that then flows
through an outfall to Clear Creek.
See Overall Layout - Option 3 on Sheet 8 (Attachment)
o New ROW +5.55 ac
o 7.5 ac-ft detention required (11.24 ac-ft pond); Outfall P – Clear Creek
o USACE Individual Permit to mitigate wetlands

In order to evaluate the cost and feasibility of these three (3) options, Plan & Profile design
drawings have been developed. See attached Preliminary Engineering Design Sheets 21
thru 50 (Attachment).
The elevation of the roadway remains at a similar elevation to the existing pavement,
except in areas required to elevate the road for drainage.
D.

Outfall P to Clear Creek Location Design
Drainage Area P provides the primary conveyance for the proposed Grissom Road drainage
between Massengale Lane and Shady Lane. Drainage Area P also conveys overland flow
from the property to the north. Based on the drainage analysis discussed in Section II – F,
the design of the drainage will convey between 99.0 cfs to 127.2 cfs to Clear Creek. Two
potential locations have been considered as follows:
Location 1 is located just to the north of Massengale Lane along the southern property line
of the O’Keefe Property. The proposed drainage improvements include a 60-inch
reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) or equivalent buried below ground. This route was
discussed with Mr. O’Keefe during one of the property owner meetings mentioned
previously. An open ditch is not desired, as it may have some negative impacts to the
property owner including standing water, maintenance to a concrete channel, hazard to
property owners that are adjacent to the property, and cattle grazing. Mr. O’Keefe stated
that if the drainage is placed in this location, he would like to be able to drain future
development towards this outfall location.
At this time the exact location of the outfall has not been determined but is proposed to be
downstream of the farthest home such that water would not impact adjacent property. The
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elevation of the outfall is estimated to be approximately 10-ft lower than the low elevation
at the roadway right-of-way and will provide adequate slope to flow to Clear Creek. The
location of Outfall P to Clear Creek Location 1 is shown on Overall Layout Sheets 6, 7, &
8 (Attachment).
Location 2, as an alternative to Location 1, is proposed to share property between the three
south land owners, rather than just one land owner to the farthest south. This route would
parallel an existing cattle pond and outfall to Clear Creek near the end of Shady Lane. This
outfall would be near HCFCD Unit #A113-00-00 Tributary to Clear Creek. The proposed
drainage improvements include a 60-inch RCP or equivalent buried below ground,
similarly to the description in Location 1. Location 2 extends further into the Flood Zone
than Location 1. The location of Outfall P to Clear Creek Location 2 is shown on Overall
Layout Sheets 6, 7, & 8 (Attachment).
Environmental impacts and discussion of both locations are mentioned in Section II Part
H of this report.
E.

Utility Relocation Design
The existing utilities along the alignment were identified to determine conflicts with the
proposed options described above. These existing facilities are shown on the Existing
Utility Layout Sheet 14 (Attachment).
CobbFendley looked at limiting the amount of City owned utility relocations within each
design option but due to conflicts with proposed pavement, underground storm sewers, and
ditches in all alignment options, it was determined that the 8” force main along the western
edge of the existing ROW, the 16” force main from the North Service Area Lift Station to
Shady Lane, and the 12” water main from Shady Lane to W NASA Road will all need to
be relocated. Additionally, a proposed 12” water main will be installed from the North Side
Water Booster Station to Shady Lane, connecting to the relocated 12” water main at Shady
Lane, along the eastern edge of the ROW.
The Preliminary Engineering Design - Proposed Utility Layout Sheets 15, 16 & 17
(Attachment) show proposed utility relocations including water line alignment, starting
and ending locations, as well as connections along the alignment to existing water line
facilities. The number of fire hydrants, fittings, and valves are estimated for each alignment
at this time and proposed locations will be finalized upon selection of alignment. Also
shown is the relocation of both 8” and 16” sanitary sewer force mains. Additionally, the
electrical service for the North Service Area Lift Station will need to be relocated to the
edge of the new proposed right-of-way.
Privately owned utilities such as CenterPoint Electric (power), Center Point Gas (2” & 4”
natural gas), AT&T (telecom), Frontier (buried copper), and cable services will also need
to be relocated to the new right-of-way. These relocations will be coordinated with the
various facility owners upon completion of the alignment and right-of-way determination.
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F.

Intersection Layouts
CobbFendley evaluated the existing intersection of Grissom Road and W NASA Road and
will provide three alternatives, one of which will be a roundabout, for the future design and
construction.
a. Site Visit - A site visit was performed to survey and investigate site conditions and to
review general field survey information.
b. Data Collection - Turning Movement Counts (TMCs) were collected for the

intersection of Grissom Rd and W Nasa Rd on Tuesday, April 2, 2019, from 6 AM to
6 PM. Both AM and PM Peak Hours were determined from these 2019 traffic volumes.
The AM Peak Hour was determined to be 7:15 AM to 8:15 AM, while the PM Peak
Hour was determined to be 4:45 PM to 5:45 PM.
c. Growth Rate - A growth rate for this intersection was determined by using Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Statewide Planning Map and traffic volumes
from the surrounding area. Traffic data from 2012 to 2017 was used from 8 locations
to determine the average linear growth rate (Table D.1- Growth Rate (GR)
Calculations for Grissom Rd.). As shown in the following table, the average growth
rate was determined to be 3.4%.
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Table D.1- Growth Rate (GR) Calculations for Grissom Rd.
YEAR

FM 528 at
Windsor Dr

FM 518 at
Eagles
Lakes Dr

FM 518 at
Windermere
Rd

FM 518 at
Clear Creek
Meadows Dr

FM 528 at
FM 518

FM 528 at
Azalea Trl

FM 528 at
Clear
Creek

FM 518 at
FM 528

2017

30,378

25,437

19,389

28,843

27,218

30,538

29,511

22,754

2016

29,783

23,710

18,575

27,794

29,098

32,050

32,230

21,343

2015

30,465

24,541

18,337

26,811

29,771

33,098

29,748

22,163

2014

23,669

16,524

13,235

19,795

24,664

24,350

25,841

16,364

2013

25,120

19,613

14,254

23,105

24,244

26,742

26,248

18,849

2012
Linear
GR

27,000

19,500

14,300

23,000

26,000

29,000

29,000

19,000

2.5%

6.1%

7.1%

5.1%

0.9%

1.1%

0.4%

4.0%

Average Linear Growth Rate

d. Traffic Volumes - The AM and PM Peak Hour traffic volumes were grown for ten years

at the 3.4% linear growth rate. Exhibits 1 to 6 located in Appendix D show the
existing (2019) and future (2024 & 2029) traffic volumes. Future 2029 traffic volumes
were used in the traffic analysis of the no-build and three (3) build options.
e. Level of Service Analysis - An intersection Level of Service (LOS) analysis was
performed for the no-build (2029) conditions and three (3) alternative (2029)
conditions. LOS provides a determination of the delay of all approaches to an
intersection, which determines its condition. LOS from the Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM 6th Ed.) is a quantitative measure of the delay and operating conditions
experienced by the average user at signalized and stop-controlled intersections. There
are six (6) Levels of Service (LOS) ranging from A (free-flow condition) to F
(deteriorated driving condition). See Table D.2 – General Descriptions of LOS. An
acceptable LOS for the intersections analyzed in this report is LOS D (35 to 55 seconds
delay for a signalized intersection or 20 to 35 seconds delay for a stop-controlled
intersection).
Table D.1 - General Descriptions of LOS (HCM 6th Ed., Page 16-7)
LOS

General Description

A
B
C
D
E

Free Flow
Reasonable Unimpeded (some delays)
Stable Operation (acceptable delays)
Approaching Unstable Operation
Unstable Flow (Severe Delays)

F

Extremely Low Speed Flow (Severe Congestion)
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3.4%

Table D.3 – LOS for Signalized Intersection shows the average delay (seconds) per
vehicle experienced by the average user for a signalized intersection. Table D.4 – LOS
for Stop-Controlled Intersections & Roundabouts shows the average delay
(seconds) per vehicle experienced by the average user for a stop-controlled intersection.
The control delay per vehicle for a four-way stop-controlled intersection and a twoway stop-controlled intersection are the same (HCM 6th Ed.).
Table D.2 - LOS for Signalized Intersection (HCM 6th Ed. , Exhibit 18-4)
LOS

Control Delay/Vehicle
(s/veh)

A
B
C
D
E

≤10
>10 and ≤20
>20 and ≤35
>35 and ≤55
>55 and ≤80

F

>80

Table D.3 - LOS for Stop-Controlled Intersections & Roundabouts
(HCM 6th Ed., Exhibit 20-2, Exhibit 21-8, Exhibit 22-8)
LOS

Control Delay/Vehicle
(s/veh)

A
B
C
D
E

≤10
>10 and ≤15
>15 and ≤25
>25 and ≤35
>35 and ≤50

F

>50

Synchro 10 (Trafficware) software was used to compute the average delay for the
signalized and stop-controlled intersections. In Synchro 10, Highway Capacity Manual
(6th Ed.) methodologies were assigned to perform the traffic analysis.
Schematic Alternatives - For this analysis, the no-build and three (3) Alternatives were
analyzed with 2029 Volumes. This analysis does not include any additional connection
from Grissom Rd to FM 518 or future development of the large property to the north
of Grissom Rd.
Alternative 1 allows for the widening of Grissom Rd to 4 lanes and continuous flow
of traffic. This alternative uses the existing entrances to W Nasa Rd to the south and
Park Road to the east. Intersection Design – Alternative 1 layout is shown on Sheet 18
(Attachment).
Alternative 2 allows for the widening of Grissom Rd to 4 lanes and continuous flow
of traffic. This alternative is similar to Alternative 1 but adds additional turn lanes in
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the southbound direction to and from Park Road. This alternative also replaces the
acceleration lane from W Nasa Road northbound. Intersection Design – Alternative 1
layout is shown on Sheet 19 (Attachment).
Alternative 3 is a roundabout that allows for connectivity from Grissom Rd to W Nasa
Rd (south) and from Park Road to W Nasa Rd (north). Intersection Design – Alternative
1 layout is shown on Sheet 20 (Attachment).
Peak Hour LOS/Delay tables where created to analysis the expected 2029 Volumes. In
Alternative 1 and Alternative 2, the intersection of W Nasa Rd and Grissom Rd is
realigned which creates two (2) intersections included in this analysis.
Table D.5- Intersection of W Nasa Rd & Grissom Rd in No-Build and Western
Intersection of W Nasa Rd & Grissom Rd in Alternatives 1, 2, & 3 below shows
the intersection LOS/Delay of W Nasa Rd and Grissom Rd for the No Build,
Alternative 1, Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 (Roundabout).
Table D.5 - Intersection of W Nasa Rd & Grissom Rd in No-Build and Western
Intersection of W Nasa Rd & Grissom Rd in Alternatives 1, 2, & 3
Peak Hour LOS/Delay
Delay (s/veh) and Level of Service by Movement
Peak
Hour

Analysis
Period

W Nasa Rd
Northbound

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

Left

Thru
8.8

Right

2029
No Build

N/A

2029
Alt. 1

N/A

N/A

N/A

2029
Alt. 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

2029
Alt. 3

N/A

2029
No Build

N/A

2029
Alt. 1

N/A

N/A

N/A

2029
Alt. 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

2029
Alt. 3

N/A

A

5.3
A
7.7
A

3.5
A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

Grissom Rd

Southbound
Left

Thru

0.0

9.0

A

A

9.4

0.1

A

A

9.4
A

A

2.7

3.1

A

A

0.0

8.0

A

A

8.0

0.1

A

A

8.0
A

A

2.8

4.7

A

A

Westbound

Right

Left

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Thru

Right

7.3

0.0

A

A

10.7
B
17.2
C
5.1
A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A

A

12.9
B
3.6
A

N/A
N/A

0.0

A

Left

N/A

7.0
8.2

Intersection

Eastbound

D
0.0
A
0.0
A
4.9

A

A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
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32.6

5.6

N/A

N/A

Thru

9.6
A
0.0
A
0.0
A

3.8

3.5

A

A

Right

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

31.7
D
0.4
A
0.2
A
5.0
A
9.2
A
0.8
A
0.5
A
4.1
A

As shown in the Table D.5, the intersection is expected to operate at a LOS D in the
AM Peak hour for the future No-Build condition and a LOS A in the PM Peak Hour.
All three (3) Alternatives are expected to operate at a LOS A, which is expected to
operate better than the No-Build conditions.
Table D.6 – Eastern Intersection of W NASA Rd & Grissom Rd in Alternatives 1
& 2 shows the second intersection in Alternative 1 and Alternative 2, which is east of
the intersection in Table D.5 where W Nasa Rd and Park Road intersect.
Table D.6 - Eastern Intersection of W Nasa Rd & Grissom Rd in Alternatives 1 & 2
Peak Hour LOS/Delay
Delay (s/veh) and Level of Service by Movement
Peak
Hour

Analysis
Period

W Nasa Rd
Northbound

PM Peak
Hour

AM Peak
Hour

Left
2029
Alt. 1

N/A

2029
Alt. 2

N/A

2029
Alt. 1

N/A

2029
Alt. 2

N/A

Thru
7.2
A
7.0
A
7.2
A
7.0
A

Grissom Rd

Southbound

Westbound

Right

Left

Thru

Right

Left

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Thru
7.0
A
6.5
A
7.1
A
6.7
A

Intersection

Eastbound

Right

Left

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Thru
6.9
A
6.9
A
6.9
A
6.9
A

Right

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

f. Recommendation for Intersection Layouts - With each alternative examined, there are
some benefits and drawbacks (see below).
Alternative 1:
• Benefits:
o Uses the least amount of concrete and additional right-of-way of the 3
o Area in the right-of-way for drainage pond
o No realignment of Grissom Rd for the Challenger 7 Memorial Park
entrance
o Expected to operate with a LOS A with slightly higher average delay than
Alternative 2
• Drawbacks:
o 36 conflict points
o Roadways are not intersecting at a 90-degree angle
o No left turn bay storage for SB W Nasa Rd
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7.0
A
6.9
A
1.0
A
6.8
A

Alternative 2:
• Benefits:
o No realignment of Grissom Rd for the Challenger 7 Memorial Park
entrance
o Expected to operate with a LOS A with the lowest average delay
o Dedicated left turn lane and left turn acceleration lane on Grissom Rd
removes vehicles from through traffic
o Separates right and left turning traffic from WB Grissom Rd (vehicles
leaving park)
• Drawbacks:
o Uses more right-of-way than Alternative 1 but less than Alternative 3
o 38 conflict points, the most of all three Alternatives
o Roadways are not intersecting at a 90-degree angle
o SB left turn bay is short due to constraints of the bridge
o Could be spillback of queue for EB Grissom Rd at W Nasa Rd approach
Alternative 3 (Roundabout):
• Benefits:
o 8 conflict points, fewest conflict points
o Decreases speed of all vehicles
o Expected to operate at LOS A but with the highest average delay
o No signalization needed in the future
• Drawbacks:
o Drivers may be unfamiliar with driving a 2-lane roundabout so some
initial confusion
o Uses the most additional right-of-way of the 3 Alternatives
o Realignment of Grissom Rd for the Challenger 7 Memorial Park entrance
o Approaches for W Nasa Rd South of the intersection and the W Grissom
Rd East of the intersection are directly adjacent to each other at the
roundabout
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IV.
A.

COST ESTIMATES

Cost Estimates/Construction Cost Research
In order to obtain reasonable, estimated construction costs for the proposed project,
CobbFendley researched similar paving and draining projects in the area. The primary
source for obtaining current construction costs are from bid tabulations of similar projects
and information obtained from construction contractors.
Detailed Preliminary Cost Estimates are provided in Appendix A – Preliminary Cost
Estimates.
Cost Summary
• Option 1 - The estimated costs for this work is:

$ 7,801,925.00

•

Option 2 - The estimated costs for this work is:

$ 9,122,281.00

•

Option 3 - The estimated costs for this work is:

$ 8,130,124.00

•
•
•

+ Intersection Alternative 1: $ 384,300.00
+ Intersection Alternative 2: $ 491,822.00
+ Intersection Alternative 3: $ 458,172.00

•

The Construction Budget for the project is $ 10,800,000.00
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V.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of the project is to present the City with roadway alignment options that will meet
both desires to have a 4-lane boulevard roadway allowing continuous traffic flow from Grissom
onto W Nasa Rd and adequate drainage for a 100-yr storm event.
This report provides three (3) possible options for the road and drainage alignment, three (3)
alternatives for the north intersection, and two (2) possible outfall locations.
Paving and Drainage - Based on the preliminary engineering effort Option 1 road and drainage
design at $7,801,925.00 including approximately 6.04 acres of property acquisition will provide
the most cost-effective solution. Option 1 also has the least environmental impact on existing
wetlands.
CobbFendley also recommends Location 1 for the outfall to Clear Creek due to lower
environmental impacts for USACE approval and potential additional cost in construction clearing
trees within Location 2 alignment. Cost for the storm sewer piping at both locations is very similar
and is included in the cost estimates for the road options.
Intersection - Based on the Intersection Analysis we recommend Alternate 1 at $384,300.00. This
intersection allows flow of traffic without interruption, uses the least amount of pavement and new
right-of-way acquisition.
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VI. Site Photographs
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